President's Report

PLANS FOR THE YEAR

Oscar Pardue, President
Alabama Council of Architects

At the beginning of the year, twelve months seems like a long time... plenty of time to do most of the work the Council has planned. However, this feeling is like an anesthetic if we persist in letting it give a rosy tint to our expectation of what the Council will accomplish this year.

Two months have elapsed. During this time the architects have had the first quarterly council meeting, and have made plans for the year ahead.

“Grassroots Operation” is history. During January each year Chapter and State Components meet with staff from the American Institute of Architects to hear, plan, and discuss current programs. This year the emphasis is on Public Relations, and strong steps are being taken in this direction. Each of the Chapters will be working in this area—and the Council will add its voice and support.

Among other items under consideration are: 1) the answer to the question of a STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS; 2) the direction of the annual statewide ARCHITECTS CONVENTION; 3) the growth and proper direction of the ALABAMA COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTS; and 4) the improvement of the ALABAMA ARCHITECT magazine, which is the voice of the architects to many different publics.

We will have a committee actively studying these and many other areas of concern. Two other important provinces of study are the students and how the profession can assist them; and the immediate vital problem of Urban affairs. The Auburn Chapter is working with our two Student Chapters, and other architects around the state are lending a hand. We regret the resignation of Dr. J. Ingraham Clark as Dean of the School of Architecture and Fine Arts at Auburn, and hope the profession can be of assistance in securing his successor.

The Birmingham Chapter is taking the lead in a program of Urban Concern. More on this in a future issue of ALABAMA ARCHITECT.

The year 1969 will not be a quiet one for the Council. It will not be a quiet one—if we do our job.
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NOVI, MICHIGAN
The Head of the Department of Architecture at Auburn University, asks the question

EDUCATION FOR ARCHITECTURE . . . WHERE ARE WE?

by Richard G. Millman, AIA

Schools of Architecture all across the United States are currently absorbed in an introspective analysis in the effort to determine strengths and weaknesses and to set new directions. This soul searching has been prompted by a growing awareness that all is not well with our man-made environment; an awareness that the multiplying profusion of physical problems in the cities is not being managed, even in a small way, by the architects and other design professionals. The profession is groping for some kind of definition of its evolving status. We are being challenged to evolve a new kind of architect equal to the new demands which certainly will be made, but without being completely certain as to the form these demands will take.

Architects are in danger of being squeezed out of major responsibility in the new scheme of things by their refusal to give up nostalgic concepts of the architect's traditional role. The professionals and the educators have convinced themselves that they are the defenders of the public taste in matters of environment. (The public is largely unaware of this and goes on shaping things for itself.) In the educational process, we currently place much emphasis on developing an awareness, a sensitivity for "Design", individual expression, the architectural statement, philosophical intent, etc. We have short-changed other basic areas of concern, i.e., the real needs of our society and of humanity in general.

Just what direction, or directions, the profession will take is unclear, but a few situational forces cannot be ignored. The trend toward bigness continues: the clients become corporations or government agencies or cities. The assignments become megastructures, or systems for pre-fabrication, or new towns, or entire campuses. Controls become more restrictive, demanding compliance with "The Plan". The pressure of population growth forces more regulation of land use by the people for the common welfare. The professionals group themselves into super-teams geared for large scale problem solving, and the new problems call for new techniques. Architects become conversant with the sophisticated computerized equipment and discover its application as a tool for the design process.

The implications of these trends for education in the environmental design professions must be extrapolated. We have to find ways, as the Princeton Report suggests, of making the graduate "effective within the real word constraints of present day practice", while, at the same time, making him perceptive of his changing social, economic and scientific milieu. He must be a visionary with a dream of a better world—and a pragmatist, finding a way to take a step toward that world.
PAINTING and DRAWING

For me, work in creative art of any kind becomes a sort of emotional research, an experiment with form and color, an enrichment of the vocabulary. The experience sharpens perception and awareness, especially to the effect and quality of light. The freedom to build form and color composition without the confining restrictions of function and structure are a great catharsis. Is there a really good architect who draws poorly?

Paintings and drawings
by Richard Millman
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Special attm. to work anywhere in the State

BEBCO DISTRIBUTORS
ARMSTRONG FLOORS       MOHAWK CARPETS

The right floor covering for any job
Let our trained personnel assist with your specifications

Birmingham
501 So. 12th St.
Phone 323-1694

Montgomery
704 No. Perry St.
Phone 262-6676

Imperial tilt-takeout, the easy to clean wood window.
The new Imperial Window has a rigid vinyl jamb weatherstrip with removable grilles and tilt-takeout sash for easy cleaning and maintenance.

Give your home or office the latest in appearance and convenience with Imperial Windows from National Woodworks.

Imperial windows are sold through leading building supply dealers. Write for our brochure today.

National Woodworks, Inc.
2201 North 29th Avenue / Birmingham, Alabama 35207

For Information on Professional Card Listing write to
Jay Leavell, Executive Secretary
Alabama Council of Architects
P. O. Box 267, Montgomery, Ala. 36101
Imre Halasz Views the
Architect's Responsibility

Mr. Halasz appeared on the Convention program in Huntsville in October, 1968

On November 21st you asked me for an article for the ALABAMA ARCHITECT and now I will have to short change you with a substitute in the form of a personal letter.

Looking back at the highly successful conference in Huntsville I feel that any topic and any effort that is attempting to widen the horizon of architects is worthwhile. Although the subject of outer space lends itself sometimes to science fiction type of evasions obscuring the pressing problems of direct architectural professional responsibilities, a lewd midnight telephone call does not discredit the entire telephone system.

I have always believed that architectural responsibility has expanded in scale. Beyond the manipulation of isolated, highly specialized architectural objects, we are responsible for bringing order to whole communities of buildings, for finding adaptable structures for change and growth, and for controlling spaces between and around buildings, as well as within them, for all kinds of people in the environment. This new sense of responsibility organizes a wide range of new data never previously thought relevant to architecture, and helped by the insights contributed by many professions. Thereby the architect has to develop new values and techniques.

The history of civilization was written in its treatment of urban spaces. Once again, the architect is facing his classic task through the demands of a new corporate and municipal clientele. Virgin land in the past seemingly unlimited, is now being rapidly diminished as a result of our increasing population growth and a new kind of mobility achieved by the spectacular progress of transportation techniques; with rapid urbanization has come the realization that private comfort has too often been pursued at the cost of public wealth and human dignity. There is now a wholly new realm for architectural creativity; these long-neglected but more important values will be the focal problem of architecture for many years to come.

The conference in Huntsville enabled the alert participants to exercise this new intellectual responsibility and I would warmly congratulate you for a forward looking and ambitious enterprise.

Report On AIA Design Committee

by Fritz Woehle, Contributing Member
AIA Commission on Design

Marcel Breuer has designed a building to replace a monument.

While the site of Grand Central has been weakened by the Pan American Building, any further building on that site will dismiss any sense or place for the major entrance to New York City.

The discussion by the Design Committee of the AIA in examining the questions raised by the New York Chapter and others as to the Breuer Building caused this committee to meet in New York, look at the site, visit the architect, meet with the city planners and historic preservation groups to view the problem.

The problem seemed to consist of three parts:
1. CONGESTION of Grand Central by increasing the load some 10,000 persons.
2. AIR RIGHTS above existing buildings.
3. HISTORIC PRESERVATION of Grand Central.

To look at each item briefly: Congestion, which is already a problem, had some improvement in the architects scheme, also by direct connection of the elevator core of the design to the Grand Concourse. As it was seen all adjacent sites to Grand Central would soon bend to the office building but the addition or release by further subway spurs which have been planned must happen soon anyway.

Air rights, on old scheme used many times to secure actually view rights while letting some buildings, churches, etc. be able to afford city taxes was discussed, and the possible transfer of air rights could lead to complete elimination of city zoning.

Historic Preservation by definition in the landmarks laws refers only to the facade, not the guts of a building.

The remaining facade of Grand Central on Park Avenue and 42nd Street, while felt interesting, does not compare with the interior Grand Concourse.

A report is being written of much interest for all local landmark work, these themes seemed to reappear.

Can Breuer Tower rest on the exterior facade while eating into one side of the Grand Concourse?

To eliminate the facade, should the Breuer Building push the Pan Am Building off the Mountain and have two minor kings? Could one be so bold as to remove the Pan Am Building for a major new historic landmark to top the gateway with a 20th century solution to 20th century problems?

While the market place will win, I hope our report will add to our source of ammunition for good architecture today.
Arch Winter, FAIA, Named Chairman Of 1969 Honor Awards Jury

A Mobile resident and prominent architect, Arch R. Winter, Fellow of The American Institute of Architects and Director of its Gulf States Region, was today named Chairman of the jury for the 1969 Honor Awards of The Institute. The awards are the nation's highest professional recognition for distinguished achievement by American architects.

Serving on the jury with Mr. Winter will be: Ray D. Crites, AIA, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Archibald C. Rogers, FAIA, Baltimore; Hugh Stubbins, FAIA, Cambridge, Mass., and William Turnbull, Jr., AIA, San Francisco. Max O. Urbahn, FAIA, New York City, Director of the New York Region and Chairman of the 1968 jury, will serve as advisor.

Now in its 21st year, the AIA Honor Awards program was established in 1949 "to encourage excellence in architecture and to afford recognition of exceptional merit in recently completed building."

Gulf States Regional Convention
In Montgomery April 24-25-26

"Should all building necessarily reflect the character of the particular region in which it's constructed?" This is the question architects will be asking at the upcoming 18th annual Gulf States Regional Convention scheduled for Montgomery in April.

Some 400 to 500 persons are expected to be on hand to hear both sides of the question explored. In addition to the stimulating program other planned events include a pre-convention Golf Tournament, student seminars, the always popular Products Exhibits, and the annual Awards Dinner.

Elaborate plans are being made for wives of architects attending. Complete information is being sent to all architects in the five-state Gulf States Region. Exhibitors who are interested may contact the State Council office (205) 264-5305 in Montgomery for reference to the proper committee for handling.

PRODUCT NEWS

SOUTHERN SASH SUPPLY OF MONTGOMERY NAMED DISTRIBUTOR FOR FERRO ENAMELING COMPANY

Southern Sash Supply of Montgomery announces that they have been selected as distributors for the State of Alabama by Ferro Enameling Company. Ferro manufactures a complete line of custom designed window wall and fascia panels that are available in aluminum, porcelain, copper and stainless steel.

Architects who desire additional information, should write and they will be happy to forward a detailed catalog covering the full line of Ferro panels.

STACO PAINTS IN NEW HOME

Stabler Paint Mfg. Co. of Birmingham, manufacturers of Staco Paint Products announces the removal of its home office and plant to 2700 25th St. No. Birmingham. A steady increase in volume over the past eight years has made this necessary, according to L. V. Stabler, President.

The plant, warehouse and office in three separate buildings will provide over twenty thousand more square feet of floor space than did previous quarters. This together with additional outside tanks for bulk storage and more yard area will afford greatly increased plant capacity. Expanded laboratory and production facilities will be used for the development and addition of new products.

The Stabler Paint Mfg. Co. is a regional manufacturer serving primarily Alabama, West Florida and points near the state line. They make a general line of Architectural and industrial finishes.

Our 16-mil epoxy wall coating smells like nothing at all.

And no odor is just one advantage you get with Kurfees' new KURAMIC COATING . . . a high build catalyzed epoxy wall coating. Other good reasons for specifying Kurfees KURAMIC are: simple, two step application; a true 16-mil thickness in one coat; ½ the cost of installed ceramic wall tile; and good looks, long wear, high resistance to impact.

Why not get the full story on our Kuramic seamless floor and wall systems. Write J. B. Tabler, Maintenance Coatings Division, Kurfees Paint Company, 201 E. Market, Louisville.
**Gresham, Williams and Johnson Co.**
General Contractors
P. O. Box 1788
Decatur, Alabama 35601

---

**jim ayres**
Specialist in
ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
NATIONWIDE ASSIGNMENTS
935 So. Court St.
Montgomery, Ala.
Ph. 262-0182

---

**MOSAIC**
WE'VE MERGED
To bring you the best possible products and service

MOASIC A DIVISION OF STYLON CORPORATION
FLORENCE, ALA.

---

**PEARCE, DEMOSS & KING, INC.**
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
1308 Church Street, N. E.
Decatur, Alabama
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS — OUR BIGGEST ASSET

---

**Serving the Architects and Builders of the State**

**ALABAMA CONCRETE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION**
P. O. BOX 4157
401 BELL BUILDING
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA

Building for Permanence with Concrete Products

---

**STACO PAINT**
is moving
NEW ADDRESS
NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER

We can thank the acceptance of our product by the architects, engineers, and contractors for the continually growing volume that has necessitated our constructing larger plant, warehouse and office buildings. These new modern quarters will facilitate the continuation of the service to our customers that is the constant aim of our organization.

You are invited to visit us in our new home or to call at any time: L. Vastine Stabler, L. C. Burks, Philip H. Boyd, Fred Davis, James Snyder, Bill Hathcox, Forrest Sandy, Julian Rosdick, Claude Kersh or any of our 30 member staff.

**STABLER PAINT MFG. CO.**
INCORPORATED
2700 25th St. N., Birmingham, Ala.
Telephone 328-6331

---
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Alabama’s CENTRAL Source for Technical Information and Distribution of

Aluminum Windows

Representing the Nation’s MAJOR MANUFACTURERS of ALUMINUM AND STEEL WINDOWS

COMBINATION CASEMENT

PROJECTED

THERMAL CONTROL

AWNING

DOUBLE HUNG

Also a Complete Line of CURTAIN WALL & Complete Line of BUILDING SPECIALTIES

Modernfold Folding Doors
Hotpoint Built-In Appliances
Nutone Built-In Equipment
Kwik-Set Hardware
Amweld Hollow Metal

Majestic Fireplace Grills
Kitchen-Aid Dishwashers
Sun Control Grills
Kane Detention Screens
Nord Wood Doors & Columns

Southern Sash
SUPPLY OF MONTGOMERY, INC.
506 No. Court • P. O. Box 446 • Phone 265-3521 • Montgomery, Ala.